Why are CIDA accreditation standards always changing?

CIDA believes in future-focused and flexible standards for interior design education.

CIDA standards are continually updated to reflect contemporary and emerging factors influencing interior design practice, from technology to human behavior, health and wellness to global issues and other dynamic trends.

Interested in learning more about the trends, technologies and disciplines that are shaping the future of the interior design practice? Check out the CIDA 2018 Summit report on our website.


---

**STANDARDS**

**INFORM**

Annual scan of global trends and the larger context.

**EVALUATE**

Standards Committee uses data from field audits and Forecasting Summit to propose revisions to standards.

**ISSUE**

Standards are issued 6 months to one year prior to implementation.

**ADOPT**

Standards Committee proposes final standards and CIDA Board adopts with implementation date.

**COMMUNITY REVIEW**

Revisions are posted for community review, then Standards Committee makes adjustments.

**FORECASTING SUMMIT**

Annual summit of CIDA Board and design leaders to consider impact of the environmental scans on the profession of interior design.

**ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN**

Annual scan of global trends and the larger context.

**PROPOSE REVISIONS**

Standards Committee uses data from field audits and Forecasting Summit to propose revisions to standards.

**MONITOR IMPACT**

Standards are continually monitored for needed adjustments or training.

**COMMUNITY REVIEW**

Revisions are posted for community review, then Standards Committee makes adjustments.
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